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Weathertech cup phone xl

the most versatile phone holder in the world! WeatherTech CupFone is made in the USA! CupFone XL We created a CupFone XL phone holder to hold XL-size phones that have thick phone bags. Approximate width: 2-7/8 to 4-1/8 Depth: 5/8Adure width: 2.86 to 4.11 Depth: 0.67CupFone™ is a mobile phone holder that conveniently sits in the cup holders of your vehicle, Excellent
for use by uship, RV's and golf cart. American Made by WeatherTech made of the best materials, this mobile phone holder was designed to fit perfectly and snugly into virtually every cup holder that will make your mobile device easily accessible and visible. The CupFone ™ holder fits virtually all known current mobile phones, including those with conventional large protective
boxes. Perfectly adjustable tilt and rotation allows you to easily view popular apps like Navigation or Waze when you're on the road. Allows hands to make free voice commands easy to use with hands free phone calls. Allows you to leave your phone plugged in while it's in the holder and you can remove the phone from the holder with one hand or replace it without ever needing to
disconnect the charging cable. You never have to look for a mobile phone again, because you always know where it is. It allows you to keep your hands on the steering wheel and eyes on the road while conveniently using hands-free features. Designed using interchangeable basic cups that allow you to customize the perfect snug fit. Take him to the golf course with you!
CupFone™ not only fit for cars, we can also adjust it to fit recreational vehicles! Great for use in boats, golf carts and more! Base allows you to rotate the phone by 360°, adjustable to view from any seat position. The phone holder tilts with a full range of motion to allow matching as a microphone and speaker. The button simply tightens and locks the position safely. Open access
bottoms can easily charge your mobile device while it's in place. It can be used in multiple vehicles, or on a desk, and is great for car rental. 100% Designed, Engineered, and Manufactured in the USA by WeatherTech! Skip to Main Content WeatherTech CupFone XL We created a CupFone XL phone holder to hold xl-size phones that have thick phone cases. Approximate width:
2-7/8 to 4-1/8 Depth: 5/8 Exact width range: 2.86 to 4.11 Depth: 0.67 If you have an XL phone (Apple, Samsung, etc.) with a regular SLIM PHONE CASE, however, buy a regular CupFone.If you have an XL phone (Apple, Samsung, etc.) with a thick phone etc, then buy CupFone XL.If you have a regular phone large size, regardless of the size of the case, buy a regular CupFone
WeatherTech CupFone XL We purchased a CupFone XL phone holder in order to hold xl large phones that have thick phones. Approximate width: up to 4-1/8 Depth: 5/8 Exact Width Range: 2.86 to 4.11 Depth: 0.67 If you have an XL phone (Apple, Samsung, etc.) with a normal slim phone, then buy regularly you have an XL phone (Apple, Samsung, etc.) with a THICK ETUI
phone, then buy CupFone XL.If you have a regular large phone, whatever the size of the case, buy a plain CupFone CupFone
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